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Chief Executive’s Message

Dear Friends,
Friends,

It gives me immense pleasure to share the Annual Report of FAIQUA
FOUNDATION with all of you. The nature of governance with its
inherent dynamics of Government and Non-Government mindsets and
the professional execution of the negotiated mandate of the
organization, make FAIQUA FOUNDATION a unique organization
with unique character and this needs to be valued. Since the day of its
establishment, the organization has been supporting remote and grass
root communities to ensure decent conditions for life and work.
Today I am happy to mention considerable increase in efficiency and
effectiveness of our work as well as involvement of new thrust areas in
our programs as a result of research and survey conducted by our
organization. FAIQUA FOUNDATION is extremely happy for this
performance and hopes to continue in the same spirit for years to come,
bringing solace and prosperity to vulnerable.
I call upon our long-standing supporters to further strengthen FAIQUA
FOUNDATION so that we can keep the organization relevant and live
to the development needs of communities. Wish you all the Readers and
the whole team a very happy and prosperous future.
Dr.Mohammad Gauhar
President

NOTICE
ANNUAL REPORT
OF

YEAR 2013-2014
Your Executive Committee/Board of Trustee has pleasure in presenting the
Annual Report of the Society along with Audited Statement of Accounts and
Auditors’ Report thereon for the year ended 31st March, 2014.
•

To receive, Consider and adopt the Balance Sheet as on 31st March 2014,
the Receipt & Payment Account and Income & Expenditure Account, for
the Year ended on that Date and the Reports of the Executive
Committee and Auditors Thereon.

•

To approve the constitution of the Executive Committee.

•

To transact such further or other business may properly come before the
meeting or any adjournment thereof.

Preface

humanitarian focal Non-Government
organization dedicated to develop the lowest rung of society
on Socio-Economic Ladder, and having the ambition to improve
“FAIQUA FOUNDATION” is

quality of life of people by Rational Application of Oriental Yogic
techniques, healthy life Styles and naturopathy and helping hand to the
widows and children who are deprived of love & care, Books, and
Teachers, food, shelter.

VISION
A Developed & Healthy Society, free of pains & sorrows, the very foundation of
which is laid on the principles of
 legitimate rights
 Equality
 Justice
 Honesty
 Social Sensitivity
 And Self Reliance.

At present, our organisation is undertaking various activities at grass root level to
give a new shape of the project area on all fronts-socio-economic and other
social parameters.
In Short we have got the mission of Empowering the community and develop
them by organizing different types of programmes like:
•

Community health and family welfare programme

•

Community Infrastructure Programme.

•

Human Resource Development Programme, having thrust on skill
development programme, to be conducted on wide network on through
the scattered tiny NGO and Panchayat Raj representatives.

•

Information interchanges network foundation.

•

Provide immediate relief solution, to the people at grass-root.

•

Perform Health Research and explain its benefits to the mass people.

Empowering

•

communities

to

attain

the

entitlements of socio-economic, cultural, and political spheres with enjoying civil
rights.
To Research, Communicate, Identify and Wipe out

•

the Country’s Socio-economic Challenges.
To conduct sound and feasible welfare and

•

development programmes at remote, far-flung humanity, to join the mission to
ensure India as developed nation.
To Co-operate and join hands with the funding

•

agencies for the high impact of following welfare and development
programmes of Government and general lawful activities.
To work for the eradication of illiteracy and provide

•
quality education to all.

To prevent, detect, address and resolve health

•

problems and implement cost effective and efficient health care delivery
system.
To create awareness about the importance of

•

environment and its preservation for good health.
To encourage and create awareness among local

•

people preserving their cultural and traditional heritage.
•

To create better tomorrows for all in our Society.

Organizational Values & Beliefs
 Honesty

 Dedication to effectiveness and efficiency in service;
 A non-discriminatory and non-partisan approach
 Empathetic Dealings
 Transparency & Accountability
 Team work
 Respect for beneficiaries
 Responsibility to the next generation

Methodologies
• Training
• Services
• Intervention
• Street plays
• Rallies
• Community meetings
• IEC development / distribution
• Mobile exhibition
• Health Camps
• Audio /Video shows
• Cultural programs
• Columns and articles in Newsletters
• Community mobilization

To,
The Member,
“FAIQUA FOUNDATION IN NEW DELHI” Hon’ble Members.

During the period under review the Financial, Physical Performance is
as under:-

ACTIVITIES & PROGRAMMES
VOCATIONAL TRAINING PROGRAMME

The organisation conducted the
programme in New Delhi. OUR
Organization
has
been
running
vocational training programme for
welfare women, child and youths
belonging to the informal economy. It
is not just an organization but also a
confluence of three movementslabour,
self-reliance
and
selfemployment. Our Society started
vocational training programme to
encourage self-reliance and self-employment for women and youths who were
unemployed and searching job. In this programme Society started all educated
and uneducated persons in view of their requirements. Under vocational
training programme our Society-started computer training, typing,
handcrafting, tailoring-sewing, weaving, painting, T.V., Transistor and Taperecorder repairing programmes.
CULTURAL PROGRAMME

The organisation conducted the programme in New Delhi. To preserve our rich
cultural heritage and traditions we
organized dance, folk-song, drama etc.
in which young and children
participated in good number.
Participants were also awarded for their
presentation. In this programme our
through the society attained renowned
theatre actors & actress and show their
programmes like Ramlila,
Harishchandra Natak and other
classical & folk programmes.Drama, Dance competition, folk art festivals,
Music etc. cultural show competition organized by society for entertainment of
people and their welfare. Apart this a meeting organized of folk artists on the
Gandhi Jayanti. The culture of a country is regarded as accumulated
intellectual, emotional and spiritual wealth of that nation. The present day our
culture seems to be falling down, so we have the responsibility to sustain our
culture and tradition through anyway whether we can do, so we organized
many Programmes for it.Organization executed many other programmes as

Educational Welfare Programme and people got benefited in large scale. Some
information has also been recorded from different localities for future use.

SOCIAL EMPOWERMENT WELFARE PROGRAMME

The organisation conducted the
programme in New Delhi. The
growing social awareness across the
globe has brought a number of
issues to the fore among which
gender equality and empowerment
of women are very significant.
Discrimination against women in
the form of male- female differentiation constitutes the core of the genderbased system. Gender bias is generated by the process of extending the
biological sex differences to the criteria of social placement. The rise in the
levels of education, which nourishes progressive outlook, and the advent of
industrialization and modernization have effected a sea change in the attitude
and thinking patterns of the people. Consequently the idea that women have to
be
treated
on
par
with
men
in
every
respect
has
gained
currency.Empowerment, as the word suggests, is to empower or enable women
to do certain things and in most cases it connotes women wielding political
power. A deeper understanding of the word throws light on many of its
dimensions and implications. The very concept of empowerment of women
which is based on equality between sexes, is a long drawn, conscious and
continuous process comprising enhancement of skills, capacity building,
gaining self- confidence and meaningful participation in decision making. As
the foremost precursor to development, empowerment of women
comprehensively seeks to ensure an equitable division of resources and carve a
clear role for them in decision-making. It helps them articulate theirs as well as
other rights and participate actively in the democratic processes.
Empowerment also wards off retrogressive practices like female infanticide and
gender based violence.
Scholarship

The
organisation
conducted
the
programme in New Delhi. Scholarship
programme held for the intelligent
students organized by faiqua foundation
in
New
Delhi.
The
organization
encouraging the intelligent students in
the field of musical arts through
scholarship distribution programme to
show their best skill development. There

were two hundred student took part in this competition.This programme
benefited fifteen students. The scholarship programme will be organized time to
time for developing the music arts.

☻OTHER ACTIVITIES☻
ACTIVITIES☻
Organization executed many other programmes and people got
benefited in large scale. Some information has also been recorded from
different localities for future use.
☻ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT☻
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

Organisation acknowledge with gratitude to all those who have
supported the organisation through contribution, donation and by
different means directly or indirectly. Management Committee of the
organisation places on record their appreciation of the encouragement
and moral support from donors, members of the organisation,
honorary persons and staffs associated with organisation along with
community with whom organisation is working.
For and on behalf of“FAIQUA FOUNDATION”.

(Dr.Mohammad Gauhar)

President

